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Experiments searching for partty nonconservatlon in the scattering of

1.5 GeV/c (800 MeV) polarized protons from an unpolarized water target and

a liquid hydrogen target are described. The intensity of the incident

pvo~on ~carn Wae Measured upstream ad downstream of the target by a pair of

Ioriization detectors. Tha beam helicity was reversed at a 30-Hz raLe.

Auxiliary detectore monitored beam prcpertiea that collld give rise to false

effects. The result for the longitudinal a~ymmetry from the waler is

AL - (1.7 f 3.3 t 1.4) x 10-7, where the first error is staListicai and Llie

eecond is an esLimate of systematic effects. The hydrogen data yield a

preltmtnary result of AI,- (1.0 * 1.6) x 1(-)-’.The s.vutematic errors for

p-p are expecLed to be < 1 x 10-7.
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deacribes two experiments searching for parity

in p-p and P-H20 scattering at ].5 GeV/c (800 MeV). The

experiments measure a Il,ngitudinal aaymmetry AL = (u+ - U-)/(u+ + a-),

where U+(u-) is the total cross section for positive (negative) helicity

protons on an unpolarized target. A value of AL is expected to occur at

the level of 10-7 from the interference between the strong and weak

scattering amplitudes. If the strong part of the interaction is known,

these experiments can help determine the strangeness conserving weak

interaction between hadrons.

The preeent experiments i~re at an ener8y intermediate to previous

measurements.i-k When extended to the energy of the present experiment,

calcuiations5*6 provide conflictfn8 predictions for p-p scattering of

IALI < 2 x 10-7 and AL z 1.8 x 10-6. An experimental determination of the

asymmetry at 1.5 GeV/c gives new information on the energy dependence of AL

atld tests the range of validity of theoretical models for parity

nonconservation.

The experiments were performed at the Clinton P. Anderson Meson

Physics Facility (LAMPF) utilizin8 longitudinally polarized protons

produced in a Lamb-shift-type Ion 8ource. 1 A transverse magnetic field in

the source reversed the proton helicity at a rate of 30 Hz. The reversal

frequency was chosen to minimize noise due to random fluctuattans in beam

properties. The beam was accelerated to 1.5 CeV/c as H- atoms and reached

the apparatue in “macropulses” of 500 psec duration with a 120-1{2

repetition rate. The beam intensity was typically between 2 and 5 nA and

the average polarization was I;I = 0.70 * 0.03.

The layout of the experiment during the H20 run 1s presented in

Fig, 1. The stripper foil was located 50 m upstream; an aperture in the

full defined th( ~ size and removed beam halo. The beam position was

Htabiltzed by steering magnete, which were controlled by feedback sy8tems

from detec~ors that nensed the beam position. Two identtc~l low-l~oise ton

chamher~,8 ICI and IC2, were used to determine the cross section by

measuring the tranemtssion, Z, of the polarized beam through the target.

Th~ apert’ure of Lhe ion chambers wns 10 x 10 cm nnd the active length wa~

30 cm. A 10-cm thick !t20target hod a t.ranemf.scionof 852 and was placed

2 m upstrenm of IC2. A Ph target, uned in tl,eexperiment n~ a control, wa~
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1.6 mm thick and had a transmission of 98%. The thickne~s of the Pb target

was chosen to give the same multiple COUIGmb scattering us the H20 target

but with a factor of ten fewer nuclear interactions. Data were elso taken

with no target.

It was Important to measure the prapertles of the beam during each

pulse. Spilt-plate Ion chambers, SIC1 and S1<2, measured the position and

angle of the beam. IC1 monirored bsam intensity changes. A four-arm

polarimeter determined residual transverse p~larization in both the

horizontal and vertical planes. The polarlmeter was also used with an

alternate target that was mcved repeatedly through the beam to map the

distribution of resfdual transverse polarization across the beam profile.

A circulating cov.ponent of polarization, CPOL , Carl cause a helicity

correlated change in the amount of scatcered kam passir,g through the

apertare of IC2 even if the net transverse polarization ig zero.

The transmission for each macropulse was determined from :he amplified

analog difference of the IC1 and IC2 sign:ls to keep the least count in the

digitized number from becoming a llratting factor in signrl neise. The

transmission and the other medsur?d beam properties for each pulse were

writce,l cIn magnetic tal~e and later analyzed for helicity correlated

variation.

Correlations with tn~ 3~-Hz heltclty reuerssl were sou;ht by znalvzlng

fzraupsof four hem pulses. Tlie nel~city Datrern or Lne group, + - - +,

w?l~ chosen LO re~uce the effects of drlft3; iL alsG suppressed 60 ~!z

effects. F9r each grollp .he quantiLy’ (..? , ?7 - 7 _~,.,. -4.. ‘+ _)/(z++Z-) was

calculated ‘u”here 7 +~-j 19 Lbe av~rage of the :.49 +(-) heliclty puises.

From each r-~n,which CO!lSi9LEd typically OF 1U5 four-pu19e grou~~, an

average was calculated and a 8LaLi3Lical uncerLairlLy WaS computed from! tb,e

varlar.ce of the men@uremenL5.

<OIItKfbuL~Onf3 LO <AZ/2Z~ due to 3~j-llzu!gns19 csrried by beam

prnperL~e9 were determined by me~~uring I.he effcf L of each contrihuLin~

beam property. The aeneiLl\-ftieq of <AZ12Z> tcl po81timl a!la tran9veri4e

pol.atizaLlon were deternln~d from ~eL~ of Cnlibtattc,n run:~ (each B!?L cmlled

a sweep) irtersperjed mnong the ti9La runs. In Lt.ese Hweeps, hem po~ition

Waq ~vsLemnLicnllv V..riEd Lo IdeLerm!ne l}:f- FUWLlOIIiIl dependence 01

tt-nnqmfn~inn on f-hnrlzes i-l L!IeRC hCaIT ,)tgPdrL[tiH. sweep ?3 t nken Wf!h ~hc
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polarization fully transverse deterni~ed the dependence of <AZ/2Z> on

transverse polarfzatton. The position of the beam for which these

corrections vanished is called the neutral Jxis. CPOL was measured during

target-out runs. The dependence of AZ12Z on intensity was determined from

the correlation between the 30-Hz component of intensity and AZ/2Z during

each data run.

Electrical couplings of any 30-Hz signals into the data channels were

suppressed by paying careful attention to signal path and conponent-

Isolatton. The 30-Hz reversal signal used at the polarized source was

divided down to 15 Hz before transmission to the apparatus. The 15 Hz was

isolated and coded into a frequency modulated signal as an additional

measure to eliminate any 30 Hz pickup.

As a check.on other unidentified systematic not directly related to

the helicity of the beam, data were taken in two configurations (N and R)

of the polarized source.’ In both configurations protons exiting the source

were longitudinally polarized but the spin directions for the N and R

configurations are opposite wikh respect to the transverse spin-flip field

of the source. Hence, the combination (N-R)/2 cancels the effects of

helicity-indepenc!ent. systematic and is tnterp]eted as a PNC signal. The

combination (N+R)/2 is a measure of the presenc( of )v?licity-independent

systematic and is called ? “null” signal.

A total of 18.OX 1015 protons were incident on the H20 target in

twenty-eight runs. The data with the Pb target consist of eleven runs with

6.1 x 10~5 protons and 4.5 x 1015 mp.otons were taken with no target in nine

rGrlB. The position and intensity corrections were computed for each run by

multiplying the average 70-Hz component of intensity or position by the

~ppropriate sensitivity. The CPOL corrections fol”H20 and PII runs were

made by interpolating the values from n~ arby target-out runs. A fi.t-in~

program determined the sensitivity;’ of <AZ/2Z> to polarization and the

position of the effective neutral axis of Lhe experiment for all targer.s

simultaneously. The weighted averaue values of <A212Z> for the PNC and

null c.omb[natfons were computed for eoch target. These values are

presented fn Table I before and after ?.he corrections are appli~!d. The

values of each correction are also given In Table I. [Jnc~rLnintie8 in the

fletermlnntion of t-he sennttivit.ieB hqve hc(~n fncl,uded in the SLatisti(fll
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uncertainties. Contributions to <AZ/2Z> from electrical pickup were

measured in beam-off runs to be (0.1 * 0.7) x 10-8. This correction has

been applied to the null values for each target.

The X2 for the fit to the data runs after all corrections is 39 with

42 degrees of freedom. The change in X2 due to each correction was

determined by removing each correction with all the others applied. The X2

is expected to decrease as each correction is add~d, corresponding to an

improved internal consistency of the data. The only significant exceptim

is the position correction for Pb , which resulted in an increase In X2 of

3.7.

The.PNC values for the two control targets are consistent with zero as

are the null values for all targets. This is a strong test for the

presence of systematic errors, which may arise from imperfect

characterizations of the corrections. Two plausible sources of systematic

error are the time dependence of the CPOL values and the uncertainty in the

effective neutral axis affecting the polarization correction. There is an

additional contribution to the systematic error et imate for Pb due to the

increase in X2 when the position correction 13 included. The separate

systematic error esttmates have been combined quadratically and the total

is given in Table 1 for each target.

For the H20 target, the PNC value an be related to AL by the factor

I/(l;lln Z) = -8.8. The net corrt-fted value of AL fOr iiz~ is

(1.7 t 3.3 t 1.4) x 10-/, where the first error is sta~istical and the

second is an e~timate OF system~.tic effects.

The hydrogen experlmenk differed from the water run in several

important. respects. A second polarimeter was added t~ monitor the recidual

polarization from Lhc transmission target. This allowed the moving

polarimeter LarRet that. scanned across the beam to be operated

con~inuouslyo New detectors were added to measure the beam position on a

pulse by pilisebasis with greater linearity L.hnnavailable from the split

ioilchambers. A device was built to modulate the beam intensity a~ a 30-ilz

rate. With this tool we were able to understand the sensitivity of the

syntem to intensity changes nt a much better level. These changes, a

re.~l{8nment of the transmission det.ector~, and a breakthrough in our

illl~l~rstandingOF the posit.:on and polarization senslt.tvity of the deLecLorn
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were important in reducing the sources of systematic error in the hydrogen

run to correspond to the higher statistical lprecision of the data.

The liquid hydrogen target was 1 ❑ long, which corresponds to

Z = ().850 The data consist of 74 runs with the source in the N

configuration and 83 runs of the R type. At this time the analysis of the

p-p result 4s not complete. The preliminary result is based on the raw

data, corrected only for posltton and intensity. Tne value for AL iS

(1.0 t 1.6) x 10-7. We have not evaluated the systematic errors bet

believe they will be < 1 x 10-7.

Prevtous

good agreement

mode19-** and

experiment has

measurements of AL at low energies yield non-zero results in

with theoretical predictions based on a meson-exchange

a hybrid quark model.12 In contrast, the high-energy

reported a value for an H20 target that is more than an

order of magnitude larger than meson-exchange predictions 5 for N-N

scattering. Recent theoretical workL3 treating the quark constituents of

nucleons has predicted a value of AL w 2 x 10-6 at 6 C&V/c, in good

agreement with the experimental result. Another c.alculation,ib involving a

parity violating admixture in the nucleon wave function, has predicted a

similar resulto15

The result for H20 f= consistent with the expectation from meson

exchcnge calculations that Al,-1 x 10-7 but it is clearly smaller than the

prediction of AL - 1,8 x 10-6. A ~apld increase in the magnitude ,~f AL

between 1.5 and 6 GeV/c is consistent with the quark-level calculation

although its validity is not expected to ext:end down tO 1.5 &?V/c. The

hydrogen ~?sult Is also consistent with zero. Wt,en final, it will have two

important advantage over the H20 result. First, it will not involve a

nucleus and thus will be exempt from questtona about nuclear structure.

Second , the statistical precision will. be a factor of three better. The

H20 result does g~ve some Information about the magnitude of PNC effects in

p-n scattering hut this result will be superseded by a new experiment jusL

completed that uses a deuterlum target mud also has a statistical precision

at the level of 1 x 10-7.
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TABLE I. Summary of the raw and corrected results for <AZ/2Z> x 108 and
the correction for each type of falme effect.

——
Target: H20 Pb none

Raw

PNC

null

Corrected

PNC

null

<$+ %tat iaya

3.3
23.5

2.6

-1.9 *3.7 A106
-5.2 ?3.8

<* fstat tsys

-6.6
k6.1

-7.,6

8.9
-3 b t7.4 fl.8

-9.2
t6.1 tO.O

. 3.1

PNC null PNC null PNC null

Corrections for

Position -0.9 -6.8

Polarization -0.7 0.4

Intensity -1.9 -0.2

CPOL -1.9 -1.3

1.8 -10.1

0.7 0.6

-1.0 -11.0

0.3 -0.3

0.0

0.0

-2.7

0.2

0.0

0.2

10.4

0.1

—. —— — .-— —. —— .-—. .— ——
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Fig. 1 Experimental layout. Beam position is monitored by split Ion
chambers, SIC1 and SIC2. Feedback systems keep the beam centered on the
stripping aperture and SIC2. Ion chambers, IC1 aud IC2, measure the
transmission of the scattering target. The polarimeter can be used with a
stationary or a moving target to measure average transverse beam
polarization or its distribution across the beam profile.


